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CPD Overview

Glass Films are Exclusive Distributors of Solyx® and Simglas® Decorative Window Films throughout Europe, Russia and The Gulf
States.

Glass Films distributes Solyx® Decorative Privacy Window Films. These decorative glass films are available in a large variety of
textures and designs at a fraction of the cost of laminated panels, patterned, or sand blasted glass.

We supply window films of the highest quality and variation in design based on a deep understanding of our client’s requirements.

We provide all types of window films such as :

All of our decorative glass films are available with an industry leading five year manufacturer's warranty. These glass films are the
perfect application for conference rooms, lobbies, retail environments, residential settings, private offices, glass partitions, and
wherever there is a need for decorative privacy. The applications are endless, adding aesthetic appeal to any and all glass surfaces.
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Available CPD Material (1)

Applied Window Films - Benefits and Considerations

This CPD examines the benefits and considerations of applied window films. This includes looking at the
health and safety aspects of window film, as well as selecting the correct window film for your project. It
will also cover new technologies such as cloaking technology film and how this can improve data privacy
within a working environment. By the end of the seminar you should have a greater understanding of:
- Why window film is used and which environments they are used within
- How to specify/advise on the correct applied window film for your project
- How polarisation works and how this can be applied to cloaking technology film
- The orientations that work with cloaking technology film and the LED screen technology

Material type: Online Learning, Seminar

RIBA Core Curriculum: Design, construction and technology

Knowledge level: General Awareness
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Classifications

Subject/Product Areas (CI/SfB)

General products
Rigid sheets: glass > Plastics films applied to glass, window films

RIBA Core Curriculum areas

Design, construction and technology
Knowledge level: General Awareness
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